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Howthisis done atthe levelof Khl JacobssonKhoranaBarNatan

incl extension to tangles

Whytheargumentdoes not lift directly to XunC

Howto fixthis LawsonLipshitzSarkar



Carter Saito93 CarterRieger Saito 97

Presentation of the embedded cobordism category via

elementary cobordism

Reidemeister

Morse

movie moves relations betweenfinite sequences of elementary cobordism

is equivalenttothe
identitymovie



3 dim interpretation of the last 4 moves



There are obvious candidates for how to define Kh on

elementary cobordism

Just need to verify that the maimone relations are

satisfied it

man
15 in the formulationof es

smoothmovies

3 in the formulation of crsz
movieswithfinitely

Jacobsson04

Explicit verification by hand

Khovanov 05

Extended Khl to tangles composable bystacking

Suffices to checkthe movie moves on local tangle pieces

less bruteforce computation required

Bar Natan 05

Extended Khl to tangles composable
Inductions

ie respecting theirstructure as a
plananalafon



Even more localised

almost no brute face computation required

Instead
Most moviemoves MMI Mmo are of the form

am

5
tanglewithno

PropositionCBN If T has no closed components then

Act Knelt Ii
in

Khovanov complex

Corollary Kh M Iid



Ideaofproot

First where does KhCT live

Tangle me formal chaincomplex ofmatrices

y withentries in tho
MamalocalrelationsItaketheKhovanov

cubeofsmoothingsbut obj I manifoldsin D
donotapplytheTaft mor 2 manifolds inDixons s
Frobeniusalgebrayet

t

4Th

All arguments takeplace at this level

Afterwards one may apply the construction

wig
assurfacesof genus 2

which recovers the usual Khevanov complex over Ze when T is a link



Lemmy If Act Khe T I 13

then the same is true for

Ideas Formal using theplanar algebra structure of tangles

Lemmy If T has no closed components and no crossings T is a matching

then Act Khe T 113

Sketch The cube of smoothing is O din ie just one vertex

So KUCH T in degree 0
no differential

Aut Knelt formal Z linearcombinations of

self cobordism thatareequalto
atxcar on
apexcons

In order to preserve homologicaldegree on itcannotbeinvertible
since Khe t 0 in
all other degrees

each cobordism C must satisfy

xd To oc x

We may assumeby T that C has no torus components

There are no sphere components by s

If there is a Ig component for g 2 thenby x therewould
also have to be a sphere component

Henceeachcomponent of C is a disc 7 C is theidentity cobordism

Each automorphism is a Z multiple of the identity

Since it is invertible it must be Iid 11



Whydoesfnotlifttorn

Khe has a non trivial automorphism

i.e not Iid

It É
it I 22 generated by the Hopfmap

z s 5

Koby passthisproblemt Om tangles

KUIKUI E KUTIPrep LLS Honkwdidm

KK A

linkformedbygluing
T T upsidedown

toTz



Idf Most movie moves are of the fam M s id for

T TT
bridgetangle

By the above proposition

Khe M e Homance.am KhCtl KhC t1 EKhC FT

T
unlink

and the righthand side is E Z

in thebidegree under consideration

hence Khe m is a scalarmultiple of the identity

This re proves functoriality of Khe

Moreover this alternative strategy dog lift directly to Xun

Why Roughly

The first strategy fundamentally depends on Khe having no

non trivial automorphisms But the existenceof non trivial elements of

IT i 0 means that this becomes falsewhen lifted to Xun

The secondstrategy fundamentally depends on Khe unlink being essentially

trivial When lifting to Xun we instead need toXununlink to be trivial

But Xun unlink I in the appropriatequantumdegree so this

remainstrue



Addendum

complex over Coby D I
5

In
relations

I
ta

zagMorphisms O
gats pgotT

invent2 inthe
coefficients

to obtain a cube where each vertex v is sent to a Z linear combination

of nullbordisms of the smoothing of T corresponding to V
X

modulotherelations

4Th
Eg 0 g 2

This turns out to identify with the usual Khorana complex when TL is

a link so this extends Khl to tangles

Rmf Above the relationEg 0 1972 is equivalent to 23 0

Proof Since 2 is invertible a special case of the 4Th relation says

i0 io



Applying this to Ez e we obtain

Iz 2212 I Ez

Iz E

2 Ez byrelation t

Heme E

Applying the elation to Ig g z

we obtain

Ig I Eg.at g i

byabove
I Ig z

Inductively O byelation s

Eg Is EYE
0

Eat Is IgE
E

Egs
by relation t

In particular adding the relation I 0 automatically

implies that Ig 0 for all g 2

H

Rmf We could instead set I K forany other k e Z

Then Eat kg
When K 8 this recovers homology


